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ABSTRACT
Social media platforms that require the inclusion of visual media for full community
involvement (i.e. Instagram, Tinder, etc.) are becoming increasingly popular in today’s digital
society. However, we do not understand the effect that this visual media has on the impression
formation processes of an online author’s audience, specifically with regards to gender. This
work reports the results of an experimental simulation in which participants viewed and
responded to a series of forum posts that had gendered media forms and text vignettes.
Participants saw some combination of text, images, and GIFs, and were asked to respond to the
forum posts as if they were members of the forum seeing the post for the first time. They then
completed a post survey asking them to rate the poster on a variety of metrics, including gender.
Using the results of this experimental simulation and post-survey, I analyzed how visual media
impacts the impression formation of audiences. Results showed that audience members looked to
the richer forms of media for contextual clues about the poster’s gender. This was particularly
apparent in situations where an image was included in a post, and to a lesser extent when GIFs
were present. I relate these findings to transgendered individuals as a potential way to actively
garner audience support for their transition during a stressful time, and position this work in the
broader context of our understanding of actor and audience interaction in digital spaces.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Essentialism theorizes that every entity has a specific set of characteristics that form its
identity (Cartwright, 1968). When applied to gender studies, essentialism states that women and
men are differentiated by a variety of characteristics including, but not limited to, biological
traits, psychological traits, and natural traits (Grosz, 1995). However, many scholars have
disputed this application of essentialism to gender studies. Simone de Beauvoir wrote in 1973
that, “one is not born, but, rather, becomes a woman” (Beauvoir, 1974). Interpreting Beauvoir,
Judith Butler theorized that biological sex is separate from gender, and that gender is an aspect of
identity that can change (Butler, 1986).
In the 1970s, Bruce Jenner was famous for being “The Greatest Athlete in the World”, a
title bestowed upon the Olympic decathlete champion (Jenner won the 1976 Olympic decathlon).
In the mid- to late aughts, he was famous for being a member of the Kardashian clan. More
recently, however, Jenner has become a public face of the transgendered community by
undergoing a transition from male to female, and taking the new name Caitlyn. Jenner’s gender
transition sparked a national discussion about transgendered individuals, and Jenner received both
praise (including Glamor’s Woman of the Year award) and criticism for transitioning and being
outspoken about transitioning.
Spurred by Caitlyn Jenner’s public transition and the debate surrounding it, Robert
Sapolsky wrote an article for Nautilus magazine in late 2015 discussing the binary categorization
of gender and highlighting the different ways (LGBT culture, gaming culture, Facebook and other
social media forms, etc.) that this categorization is being challenged (Sapolsky, 2015). He further
argues that while gender should be quantified as a spectrum instead of a binary, the human brain
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has very powerful automatic characterization mechanisms that make it difficult for individuals to
not automatically categorize entities based on visual cues (Sapolsky, 2015). Sapolsky wrote the
article because Jenner’s transition marked one of the first times that a highly recognizable
individual made their transition nearly entirely in the public eye. But this is not a new argument
for society, as previously discussed – essentialism in gender studies is a debate that has been
ongoing for over fifty years. What is new is that social media allows everyone to live in the
public eye and occupy the public consciousness. Thus, someone who transitions genders may
have to contend with being deemed inauthentic by their online audience, losing credibility within
their social network(s).
There is a large body of research concerning gender presentation, identity, and perception
on the Internet through asynchronous and synchronous text-based forms of communication (e.g.
Fox, Bukatko, Hallahan, & Crawford, 2007; Guiller & Durndell, 2007; Herring, 1994; Koch,
Mueller, Kruse, & Zumbach, 2005; Mulac, Bradac, & Gibbons, 2001). This work
overwhelmingly points to the idea that even in anonymous conditions, it is possible to correctly
identify the gender of an individual through analysis of their writing (or, identify someone as
being a dog; see Peter Steiner’s 1993 cartoon).
While communication on text-based platforms can sometimes include other media forms,
they are not a requirement for full inclusion in conversation. The rise of websites and applications
that require other media forms for full participation (Imgur, Reddit, Tinder, etc.) raises an
interesting question about the effect that these visual mediums have on the gender presentation
that one can perform for an audience online, and the audience’s acceptance or denial of the
presentation based on the material included in the poster’s presentation.
In this thesis, I combine elements of information science (social informatics, the study of
how people use technology), sociology (Goffman’s theory of presentation), management
information systems (Daft and Lengel’s media richness theory), and gender studies (de Beauvoir
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and Butler’s arguments against a gender binary, and essentialism) to investigate and understand
the effect that visual media has on audience impression of gender online in asynchronous
environments. I approach this topic with gender dysphoria (the condition of having a conflict
between biological and perceived gender) in mind, using what is learned from this work to make
suggestions for individuals who undergo major life transitions to use in garnering audience
acceptance of their gender performance at a time where their perceived gender is in a fluid state.
Research has shown that transgendered individuals frequently have negative health outcomes as a
result of stigma (Mustanski, Garofalo, & Emerson, 2010), so providing a method to reduce stigma
(in this case, being deemed as presenting an inauthentic identity online) is an important step in
helping these at-risk individuals, and reaching de Beauvoir, Butler, and Sapolsky’s ultimate goal
– viewing individual gender as a fluid, ever-changing characteristic – and not as a binary
measurement.
This work was guided by the research question, What effect does including visual media
in online communication have on the audience’s acceptance of an actor’s presentation of gender
online, from which two hypotheses were derived and tested, H1: Including visual media in online
communications will lead to a higher rate of audience acceptance of an actor’s gender
presentation; and H2: Including more than one type of media (images and GIFs in addition to
text) in online communication will lead to a higher rate of audience acceptance of an actor’s
gender presentation. To test these hypotheses, I had a sample of participants rate images and
GIFs for masculinity and femininity, and then used the results of that survey to build an
asynchronous forum that a second group read and responded to. I utilized both quantitative and
qualitative forms of data analysis to draw conclusions about the hypotheses. From this work, I
offer several contributions. Theoretically, this work considers gender from a spectrum point of
view; a relatively novel approach to gender that should see more acceptance from researchers and
society in the coming years. Practically, the results of this work demonstrate that richness is not
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additive, and that images have a primacy effect on audiences forming gender impressions in
situations of gender ambiguity.

1.1 Thesis Outline
This thesis is structured as follows:
•

In Chapter 2, I describe my search for and synthesis of extant literature in the fields of
gender performance, presentation, and identity online to identify gaps in knowledge and
place this work in appropriate context. I also discuss the two theories that I combined to
form my theoretical approach.

•

In Chapter 3, I discuss my research question and two hypotheses derived from this
research question.

•

In Chapter 4, I present the methodology and results of a survey study that was used to
classify images and GIFs for use in the main experiment.

•

In Chapter 5, I present the research approach, sample population, recruitment methods,
data collection instruments and procedures, and analytic approach that I used to address
this question and hypotheses.

•

In Chapter 6, I report results from data collection and discuss these results and their
significance. I discuss limitations of this work, and offer suggestions for future research.

•

In Chapter 7, I conclude with a summary of key findings and situate these findings in the
context of today’s offline and online society.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review
This chapter provides an overview on research done in gender identity, performance, and
perception online as it relates to this work. It also discusses the theories I used to formulate the
research question and hypotheses, detailed in Chapter 3.

2.1 Methodology
My literature review began as a structured review of extant work. As I developed and refined my
ideas, the process began to organically expand past the original scope of the structured review.
However, this structured review was still useful as it gave me a large body of work to read and
incorporate into my own work. In this section, I begin by reporting on the structured
methodology, and then explain how the process changed and began to expand past the scope of
the original review.

2.1.1 Structured Literature Search
I began my literature review by replicating the structured methodology first developed
and used in prior work (Pinter, Wisniewski, Hu, Rosson, & Carroll, 2017). I created a list of
seven key words (Table 1) that I modified during the search by adding the antecedents “gender”
and “online”. These keywords and antecedents were searched using a university library search
tool that provided results from over 750 databases. I chose not to limit the databases that the tool
searched, because I wanted to get as representative of a sample of extant literature as possible.
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The search tool was configured to search for matches in both abstracts and keywords, increasing
the number of results obtained from each search.
Following Pinter, et al. (2017), subsequent rounds of the literature search were conducted
by cross-referencing the references from the prior round’s relevant articles. This method was used
under the assumption that relevant articles were likely to contain references that would also be
deemed relevant.
Table 1 – Literature Search Keywords
identity
voice
performance

presentation
perception
authenticity

swapping

Articles were then coded as being relevant or irrelevant. Relevancy was determined by meeting
five criteria. These criteria were: (1) Is the article published work in a peer-reviewed journal?; (2)
Is the article an empirical study?; (3) Is the article examining online behavior?; (4) Is the article
examining social networks (i. e. social media or dating websites; no games, shopping, educational
settings)? (5) Is the article in English?
Subsequent rounds also included a sixth criterion, (6) Is the article published after 2005?
This criterion was added because the results of the first round of literature search indicated a lack
of publications before 2005. Articles not meeting these criteria are not included in the counts
reported in the results section, and deemed irrelevant and set aside.
The results of the structured review are displayed in Figure 1. In total, I conducted three
literature search rounds, found a total of 210 articles and identified 122 as being relevant, for a
relevancy rate of 51.85%. The drop in the number of articles found and coded as relevant from
round to round demonstrated that I was reaching saturation with my original set of keywords
(Pinter et al., 2017). Finally, the number of duplicates within each round demonstrates that this
method produces a rich sample of extant literature.
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Figure 1 – Literature Search Results

2.1.2 Unstructured Literature Search
In contrast to the structured portion of the literature review, the expansion of the literature
review was unstructured and developed organically as I discussed ideas and theories with others.
This expansion developed in two primary ways, through discussions with my advisor and other
faculty members and graduate students, and through unstructured Internet browsing.
The two largest contributions from this portion of my literature search to my thesis were
the two theories that provide the conceptual basis of my study. These additions were imperative
to the development of my thesis because they provided the theoretical framework that I utilized in
investigating my research questions. These theories (Goffman’s theory of presentation and Daft
and Lengel’s media richness theory) are discussed in-depth in section 2.4.
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2.2 Themes in Extant Literatures
In this section, I describe common themes that I located across the literature sample I created.
These include the types of approaches taken in addressing research questions, the type of
sampling frame used, and the types of platforms studied. I then discuss the extant work in gender
performance in text-based discourse, in discourse that includes richer media, and in audience
acceptance of gender presentations online.

2.2.1 Sample Populations
Prior work studied several different population age brackets. This is to be expected, given
the high percentage of social networking use across all major demographics (Perrin, 2015). In
Table 2, I provide a breakdown of what populations were studied within my literature sample,
along with sample articles for each demographic.
Table 2 – Samples Studied
Sample Type
Tweens

Description
Individuals under the
age of 14 (generally
ages 10 – 14)

Number

Teens

Individuals between the
ages of 13 and 18

8

College Aged

Individuals between the
ages of 18 and 24,
enrolled in college

34

2

Example Studies
(Abiala &
Hernwall, 2013;
Siibak, Hernwall, &
West, 2011)
(Atkinson &
DePalma, 2008;
Baumgartner,
Sumter, Peter, &
Valkenburg, 2015;
Bortree, 2005;
Huffaker & Calvert,
2006; S. Kapidzic
& Herring, 2015;
Sanja Kapidzic &
Herring, 2011)
(Bareket-Bojmel &
Shahar, 2011;
Bazarova, Taft,
Choi, & Cosley,
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Adults

Individuals over the age
of 18, but not in college

13

Tweens/Teens

Combination of tweens
and teens

1

Teens/College Aged

Combination of teens
and college aged adults

1

Teens/Adults

Combination of teens
and adults
Combination of college
aged adults and noncollege adults
Combination of teens,
college aged adults, and
non-college adults
Either no sample
statistics given, or data
pulled without
demographic
information

1

College Aged/Adult
Teen/College
Aged/Adult
None

3
3
3

2013; DeAndrea &
Walther, 2011;
Grasmuck, Martin,
& Zhao, 2009; N.
Van Doorn, 2010;
Walther, 2007;
Zhao, Grasmuck, &
Martin, 2008)
(Brivio & Cilento
Ibarra, 2009; DelTeso-Craviotto,
2008; Gil-Or, LeviBelz, & Turel,
2015; Hu, Zhao, &
Huang, 2015; Kim
& Baek, 2014;
Vasilescu,
Capiluppi, &
Serebrenik, 2013)
(Valkenburg,
Sumter, & Peter,
2011)
(Kuo, Tseng,
Tseng, & Lin,
2013)
(Liebert, 2006)
(Michikyan,
Subrahmanyam, &
Dennis, 2014)
(Marriott &
Buchanan, 2014;
Rellstab, 2007)
(Bamman,
Eisenstein, &
Schnoebelen, 2014;
Niels Van Doorn,
n.d.)

Of the 122 papers that studied a sample population, nearly half (49%) dealt with college
aged individuals, and an additional 7% dealt with some combination of college-aged individuals
and other age ranges. This distribution of sampled ages fits with the results from the Pew Social
Networking report that college aged individuals are the most prolific users of SNSs (Perrin,
2015). It also shows that that population (college-aged/millennials) is the population of interest in
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the current research landscape. Thus, this work is appropriately placed in terms of sampling
compared to the extant body of work.

2.2.2 Online Platforms Studied
With a literature sample that spanned ten years (2005 – 2015), I expected to see a wide
variety of platforms being studied. This assumption was made because of the growth of social
networking sites over the same decade. Over the course of the ten years covered by my literature
sample, there was a ten-fold jump in the number of adults using SNSs (Perrin, 2015). Combining
this jump in usage with the rapid growth of SNSs in the past decade, and it is reasonable to expect
a wide variety of platform variation across the literature sample. Accordingly, moving through
the literature yielded investigations on Friendster (boyd, 2008), Facebook (Abiala & Hernwall,
2013; DeAndrea & Walther, 2011; Rui & Stefanone, 2013; among others), MySpace (Manago,
Graham, Greenfield, & Salimkhan, 2008; Thelwall, 2009; N. Van Doorn, 2010), Twitter
(Bamman et al., 2014; Walton & Rice, 2013), and others (Boonmongkon et al., 2013; Haferkamp,
Eimler, Papadakis, & Kruck, 2012; Hu et al., 2015; Siibak, 2010).
Research tended to differentiate between two types of Internet destinations: traditional
SNSs, and online dating sites. While at face value it would seem that dating sites should be
classified as SNSs, there exists fundamental differences between the two that serve to segregate
online dating websites from other SNSs. First, there is a difference of purpose between SNSs and
online dating sites. SNSs generally offer an opportunity to communicate with anyone about
anything, whereas dating sites are built to help users find potential mate (“Dating sites,” n.d.).
Second, dating websites are often more niche than standard SNSs (James, n.d.). This is shown in
the proliferation of sites that target blacks, Asians, Jews, Christians, and farmers, among others
(blackpeoplemeet.com; asiandating.com; jdate.com; christianmingle.com; farmersonly.com).
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These differences are adequate enough to warrant investigating phenomena on dating sites
separately from more traditional SNSs.
Therefore, I focused on more traditional SNSs and the type of interactions that might
occur on these websites (namely, interactions that are not primarily searching for romantic
relationships). While my body of literature including some works in the realm of Internet dating
(Almjeld, 2014; N. B. Ellison, Hancock, & Toma, 2012; N. Ellison, Heino, & Gibbs, 2006;
Gibbs, Ellison, & Heino, 2006; among others), I did not assume that these findings would carry
over to more traditional SNSs, and excluded them from this discussion and my research
development.

2.2.3 Gender Performance in Text-Based Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC)
There is an extensive amount of extant literature regarding gender performance in textbased computer-mediated communication (hereafter CMC). This extant work operationalizes
gender as a male-female binary, which falls in line with the essentialist approach to theorizing
gender. Work in this area has also focused on examining linguistic differences between men and
women in the absence of richer modes of information. Fox, Bukatko, Hallahan, & Crawford
(2007) conducted linguistic analysis on participants’ IM logs, and Guiller & Durndell (2006)
conducted linguistic analysis on discussion groups. Both studies found that there are linguistic
differences between male and female Internet users. Specifically, women are frequently more
expressive and empathetic, while men often use more authoritative forms of language. Additional
work found that both men and women use stereotypes to form impressions about other users in
the absence of richer information cues (Koch et al., 2005).
This literature has confirmed that the Internet is not as gender anonymous as previously
thought, and that Internet users often use linguistic and stereotypical cues to determine gender in
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text-based CMC. These findings have been confirmed on both synchronous and asynchronous
platforms, and have wide-reaching implications for designers and users.
Part of my work will offer a replication of these findings. One of the four experimental
conditions will be a text-only asynchronous forum, which can offer results to confirm or reject
previous findings in addition to offering a comparison point to other, richer mediums.

2.2.4 Gender Performance using Visual Media in CMC
Compared to the body of literature investigating gender performance in text-based CMC,
the body of work on gender performance using visual media in CMC is under-populated. Work
tended to focus on the presentation of identity and identity formation of individuals online
(Siibak, 2010; Vaast, 2007; N. van Doorn, 2011), or in the ways that individuals use images to
cultivate their ideal self-presentation (Rui & Stefanone, 2013; Willem et al., 2011).

2.2.5 Audience Acceptance of Gender Performance Online
There are two articles that my literature search found that are relevant to this proposed
work. They address slightly different topics related to this sub-section, so they each merit a
separate discussion.
The first study, Van Der Heide, D’Angelo, & Schumaker (2012), investigated audience
impression formation on Facebook. Researchers showed participants textual and visual cues
separately and as part of a Facebook profile. The researchers found that when these cues were
presented separately, textual primacy took priority in impression formation, but when they were
presented together visual primacy took priority (Van Der Heide, D’Angelo, & Schumaker, 2012).
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These findings are important because it provides some support for my hypotheses, albeit on a
slightly different platform.
The second study, Koch et al, 2005, involved an experiment examining how individuals
constructed gender in synchronous chatrooms. Four participants interacted with each other in a
chatroom, and then guessed the gender of their communication partners (Koch et al., 2005). They
were also questioned about their reasons for their decisions on their chat mates’ gender (Koch et
al., 2005). They found that among other results, participants used stereotypical cues to determine
gender in otherwise gender anonymous environments. This work is significant to my work
because it offers a possible theoretical framework and instruments to measure participants’
impression formation in my experiment.

2.3 Theory
My work utilized the media richness theory first conceptualized by Richard Daft and Robert
Lengel in 1986, and used terminology first coined by Erving Goffman in 1959. Prior work has
utilized Goffman to examine online presentation (Bullingham & Vasconcelos, 2013), but work
has yet to combine the two themes. In this research, I used Goffman’s terminology and theories
about presentation, and used media richness theory to investigate the effect of increasingly richer
media on audience acceptance of online gender performances.

2.3.2 Media Richness Theory
Media richness theory states that richer mediums convey more information online than
information lean mediums (Daft & Lengel, 1986). The formal definition of media richness
offered by Daft and Lengel is “the ability of information to change understanding within a time
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interval” (Daft & Lengel, 1986). While originally conceptualized to test the effectiveness of
communication within business organizations, research has expanded the use of MRT to a wide
variety of different applications, including websites (Jackson, et al., 1997; Simon et al., 2004),
instant messaging (Anandarajan et al., 2010; Sheer, 2011), and e-mail (O’Kane et al., 2007;
Schmitz et al., 1999). Further research has demonstrated that using a richer medium increases
bonds between communicating individuals, decreasing the likelihood of deception (Rockmann &
Northcraft, 2008).
Figure 2 – Traditional Media Richness Scale

The traditional scale used to represent media richness theory is from low richness (written
communication, such as a letter or an e-mail) to high richness (face-to-face conversation). The
more contextual clues provided by the medium, the higher it sits on the media richness scale.
Traditional forms of communication such as speaking on the phone, texting, and video chatting
are placed on the spectrum according to the amount of information they convey (Figure 2). For
the purposes of this work, text is on the low end of the richness spectrum, images are in the
middle, and GIFs are highest in richness (Figure 3)
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Figure 3 – Media Richness Scale for this Work

2.3.2 Erving Goffman’s Theory of Presentation of Self
Goffman theorized that individuals seek to control impression formation of their
communication partners by changing appearance, manner, or the setting of the interaction
(Goffman, 1959). Online, the setting of the interaction is often defined by a third-party (typically,
the platform and the rules generated by the platform’s designers). This leaves the manner and the
appearance left for individuals to control in online interactions. This work used Goffman’s theory
of identity performance to confirm prior results about the manner of interactions online, and
explore how individuals use changes in appearance to control their online interactions.
Goffman’s theory is often used as a guiding theory in research that touches on impression
formation and audience interaction online. While his theory is not used as a guiding theory in the
set-up of this work, his terminology and the concepts of identity presentation are used to explain
the research questions and hypotheses in Chapter 3, the experimental set-up in Chapter 5, and the
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results and discussion in Chapter 6. His theory will also play a pivotal role in the future extension
of this work.

2.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I reviewed extant literature in the fields of gender identity, performance,
and perception online. I explained my structured methodology in approaching the literature
search, and the way that the literature search expanded organically as I researched my topic.
Using the results of this search methodology, I examined extant literature to appropriately place
my research in the current research environment. Overall, this literature review has shown that
while there is some work done on the effect that images have on audience acceptance of a gender
performance, the area as a whole is understudied. Thus, my study will fill gaps in the current
research landscape.
Next, I discuss the research question and hypotheses that I derived from my literature
review.
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Chapter 3

Research Question and Hypotheses
This chapter draws from the literature review and theory discussion of Chapter 2 to
formulate a research question and derive hypotheses from this research question.

3.1 Research Question
For this study, the research question that guided my thinking and investigation was:

RQ: What effect does including visual media in online communication have on the audience’s
acceptance of an actor’s presentation of gender online, if any?

Prior work has demonstrated that audiences can correctly identify gender in
asynchronous online communication even in gender anonymous conditions. However, research
has not investigated the effects that images and GIFs have on the audience’s impression
formation. As social networking moves towards implicitly requiring these types of posts for full
inclusion in online discourse, it is important to understand the effect that images and GIFs can
have on the audience’s acceptance or rejection of an actor’s gender portrayal.
Understanding this effect is even more important in the context of transgender
populations who transition both offline and online. These transitions could be viewed as
inauthentic, leading to the online community ostracizing the transitioning individual for being a
fake or attempting to deceive the community. Understanding how visual media influence an
audience’s perceptions might lead to a way to garner higher rates of audience acceptance,
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especially in the context of transitioning individuals whose identities change drastically in a short
period of time.
From this research question, I derived two testable hypotheses. These are discussed in the
following section.

3.2 Hypotheses
H1: Including visual media in online communications will lead to a higher rate of audience
acceptance of an actor’s gender presentation.

The inclusion of visual media in online communications is suspected to have a positive
effect on the audience acceptance rate of gender performance. This hypothesis is derived from
media richness theory; richer mediums convey more information (Daft & Lengel, 1986). This
will be investigated in the methodology by comparing results of the non-visual media group (textonly) and the visual media groups (images + text; GIFs + text). This comparison will also allow
me to confirm the results of prior work by examining the text-only group results.

H2: Including more than one type of media (images and GIFs in addition to text) in online
communication will lead to a higher rate of audience acceptance of an actor’s gender
presentation.

Including multiple media types in an online communication should in theory increase the
audience’s acceptance of a gender presentation, because it provides the audience more
information than posts with less media variety. To evaluate this hypothesis, the results of the
visual media groups (images + text; GIFs + text) will be compared to the results of the combined
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group (images + GIFs + text). This will allow me to draw conclusions about the effect that
multiple media types have on the acceptance rates, which in turn will allow me to confirm or
reject my hypothesized relationship and offer conclusions about the most effective type of posts
to influence audience impression formation.

3.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I synthesized prior research and theory into a research question and two
hypotheses that are testable and will provide significant understanding to an online phenomenon.
In the next chapter, I discuss the survey I used to build the experimental simulation instrument

Chapter 4

Media Rating Survey
This chapter discusses the media study that I used to classify images and GIFS for
masculinity and femininity. This step was undertaken to provide a quantifiable measure of the
two traits in visual media so that they could be appropriately paired for use in the main
experiment.

4.1 Approach
In order to provide an adequate comparison between the man and woman sub-conditions
(discussed further in Chapter 5), I needed a method to accurately match images by their
masculinity and femininity. To do this, I replicated the approach used by Richard Lippa (1997),
where he asked judges to rate photo essays created by undergraduate participants. Two of the
measures that Lippa’s judges rated for were “masculinity” and “femininity”, which were then
found to correlate to the biological gender of the writer (Lippa, 1997). I adapted his rating system
to provide a measure that could be compared across images and GIFs for man and woman
posters. I chose to adapt this scale in spite of its age because it is methodologically sound, and
there has not been a more recent work that utilizes a similar methodology. Therefore, Lippa’s
scale is the best available metric for correlating media ratings with author gender.
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4.2 Sample Population and Recruitment
For the ratings to properly carry over from this work to the main experiment simulation, I utilized
a similar sample population as in the experimental simulation. Therefore, I recruited
undergraduate students from a junior level information sciences and technology (IST) class. In
exchange for participating in the study, students received extra credit in the class (~1% of the
final course grade).
I visited the class the week before running the study, and explained the purpose of the
study, what the participants would be doing, and answered any questions that the students had. In
total, n=55 participants participated in this study. The average participant age was 22 years old,
and 62.5% of participants identified as male. 75% of the sample was juniors, 21.9% were seniors,
and the remaining 3.1% were sophomores. Half of the sample was IST majors, and another third
were security and risk analysis (SRA) majors. The remaining majors included supply chain
management (3.125%), MIS (6.25%), economics (3.125%), and marketing (3.125%).

4.3 Experimental Instruments
I utilized survey software to create a survey that students could fill out. There were two principle
parts of the survey: 1) demographic information and 2) the rating of images and GIFs.
I collected demographic information at the beginning of the survey so that I could
accurately compare the sample of participants rating images to the sample of participants that
participated in the experimental simulation. This demographic information included age,
biological sex, race, and major.
The second portion of the survey was designed so that participants saw one image or GIF
at a time. This prevented the presence of multiple images or GIFs from biasing participants. In
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total, participants rated thirty images and thirty GIFs on a scale of “masculine” (1) to “feminine”
(5). To settle on final ratings for each image or GIF, I averaged all participants’ ratings for each
image or GIF.

4.4 Study Procedure
Participants completed the survey during the second half of class. The study purpose and
methodology was explained again (to remind students or inform students who had been absent
during the first visit), and any questions were answered. Students gave implied consent, which
was the approved manner of consent for this study by the institutional IRB. After they completed
the survey, they were asked to sign their name on a sheet of paper so that the instructor would be
able to give appropriate extra credit.

4.5 Results
The goal of this study was to provide a quantifiable measurement that could be used to accurately
compare the masculinity and femininity of images and GIFs for later use. Participants rated thirty
images and thirty GIFs, which allowed me to pair images that were deemed equally masculine or
feminine in the next portion of this work.
For each image or GIF, I added all of the participants’ ratings together and then averaged
them out to obtain a raw score of 1 – 5, with scores nearer 1 being rated as more masculine by
participants and scores nearer 5 being rated as more feminine. I then selected the four most
masculine and four most feminine images and GIFs to be used in creating my instrument. In
Appendix A, I display the media, a brief description of the content, and its raw rating. Figure 4
displays a distribution graph of the average ratings for each image, and Figure 5 shows the same
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for each GIF that was rated. In Figures 4 and 5, the masculine ratings are reversed coded (1
becomes 5, etc.)

Rating

Figure 4 – Image Rating Distribution
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Note: In Figure 4, red dots indicate images that contained a subject that was a woman, while
blue dots indicate images that contained a subject that was a man. In Figure 5, red dots indicate
GIFs that contained a subject that was a woman, while blue dots indicate GIFs that contained a
subject that was a man.
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Rating

Figure 5 – GIF Rating Distribution
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The image rating shows two trend lines, with images of women being ranked as highly feminine
and images of men being ranked as highly masculine. The GIF results shows similar trends, albeit
less clearly than the image results.
Excluded from the results was a GIF of an effeminate man that was rated extremely
feminine by participants. A screenshot of this GIF is presented in Figure 6. This rating was
unexpected, and the decision to exclude it from the experimental instruments was made because I
felt that it would hurt the construct validity of the instruments because it is a man acting
effeminately, which presents conflicting information to participants. This could be the cause of
the high feminine rating, but future work could explore this unexpected rating, why it occurred,
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and the effect it might have on participants viewing it in a forum-like environment in the context
of gender perception, but it is beyond the scope of this investigation.

Figure 6 – GIF of a Man Rated Extremely Feminine

4.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I reported on a survey study I conducted that gave me a way to accurately pair
visual media forms. The results from this study were used to create the instruments used in the
main experimental simulation. In the next chapter, I discuss that experimental simulation.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Simulation
This chapter describes the experimental simulation, where participants viewed a series of
forum posts that contained a combination of text, images and GIFs, responded to them, and
completed a post survey. I also discuss the research approach utilized, sample population
targeted, sample recruitment method, experimental instrument, data collection, and analysis
techniques.

5.1 Research Approach
The data collected from this study was primarily qualitative in nature. The participants responded
to online posts and answered open-ended survey questions, and I drew results from this data. This
falls in line with Steinar Kvale’s definition of qualitative research as an “attempt to understand
the world from the subjects’ point of view, to unfold the meaning of people’s experiences…”
(Kvale, 2007). By analyzing the participants’ responses to the forum and answers to survey
questions, I attempted to understand how individuals built an impression of another individual,
and the ways in which visual media influence this impression formation.
In addition to the qualitative data, quantitative data was also collected using a scale
similar to the 1-5 masculine/feminine scale used in the media rating survey. This allowed for
comparison between the results of the two sample groups of individuals, as well as providing a
further avenue for analysis on the effect of media richness of audience acceptance.
While the participants interacted with a real online forum, it was a deliberately contrived
forum where they saw no other audience posts. This limited the influence of the broader audience
on the individual audience member, and better allowed study of the pure relationship between the
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original poster and the individual audience member. Although qualitative research generally
favors field experiments (Suter, 2011), conducting a field experiment would require investigating
the phenomenon of audience influence. Thus, I chose to conduct an experiment simulation where,
as Joseph E. McGrath phrased it, the setting “reflects an attempt to retain some of the realism of
content, even though they have given up the realism of context,” (McGrath, 1982). The content
that the participants saw in the forum was real content, but they saw it in a doubly contrived
context; that of a laboratory and that of a forum where there have been no responses to any of the
posts.

5.2 Sample Population
As previously discussed in Chapter 4, I chose to target individuals in the traditional college age
bracket (ages 18-24). I chose this group because the so-called millennial generation represented
by that age group has the highest percentage of social networking users (Perrin, 2015). Analyzing
this population allowed me to make inferences about a large, influential group of individuals who
use the Internet and social networking sites frequently.

5.3 Participant Recruitment
Participants were recruited from two undergraduate 100-level general education information
sciences and technology (hereafter IST) courses. These courses were not restricted to IST
students, so there were students from non-IST majors included in my sample. This is significant
because it increased the diversity of individuals in my sample with respect to biological gender,
ethnicity, and technology experience. Participants received extra credit (~1% total course grade)
in exchange for participation.
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Recruitment occurred during the third to last week of the spring 2016 semester. This
served to increase the participation rate, as students often look for extra credit opportunities
towards the end of the semester. I visited both classes and explained the experiment, risks and
during the last two weeks of the semester. If they were interested in participating, they signed up
using a form that was distributed. This allowed me to assign students to experimental conditions,
ensuring that the number of participants in each condition was balanced and that biological
gender was correctly split in each condition. In total, I recruited 120 participants (n=120). The
participant sample was evenly split between biological genders (59 identified as male and 61
identified as female), and was mainly comprised of students under the age of 20 and in their first
3 years of undergraduate study (see Figure 7). Additionally, in Table 3 I report the break down of
majors in the sample.
Figure 7 – Participant Year in School and Age
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Table 3 – Participant Majors
Major
Accounting

Number
4

Major
Data Science
Energy
Business

Number
2

Major
Marketing

Number
8

Advertising

11

1

Psychology

1

Aerospace
Engineering

1

Enterprise Risk

1

Public Relations

1

AG BM

1

Finance

12

Supply Chain
Management

3

Biotechnology

1

1

SRA

16

Business

2

15

Telecommunications

4

Communications

1

2

Undecided

9

Computer
Science

3

Entrepreneurship

1

Health Policy
Administration
IST
International
Politics
Labor and
Employment
Relations
Management

5
3

The entire sample was within the millennial age bracket (18-24) previously discussed. The choice
to sample from non-major courses within the College of IST was rewarded, with only 22%
(n=31) of students reporting their major as being IST or SRA. Thus, while the sample is not
entirely generalizable the college student population, it is more diverse than if a major specific
course had been used in sampling.
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5.4 Experimental Instruments
This section discusses the two experimental instruments I developed and used to collect data.
These instruments were an online forum and a post-survey that participants completed after
interacting with the online forum.

5.4.1 Forum
The experimental conditions’ forums were built using a Wordpress site with a forum
plug-in. Each condition had its own unique forum, with no identifying information attached to it
that would allow participants to detect what differentiated conditions. Each forum consisted of 48 posts (2 posts for each sub-condition, where applicable; condition 1 was text-only and had only
4 posts). I designed and wrote the posts that were of a man presenting a male identity and a man
presenting a female identity. I enlisted a female confederate to write the posts that were of a
woman presenting a male identity and a woman presenting a female identity. The vignettes were
written with the sample population in mind (millennial/college-aged), and dealt with topics like
going out, breaking up, and using Tinder.
The vignettes were presented either by themselves (Condition 1 – text only), with images
(Condition 2 – text + images), with GIFs (Condition 3 – text + GIFs), or with both images and
GIFs (Condition 4 – text + images + GIFs). In Figure 8, I present a diagram of the experimental
forum design.
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Figure 8 – Experimental Forum Condition and Sub-Condition Design

Note: In Figure 8, V = vignette gender; M = media gender. M -> F indicates it was a man
writing as a woman. F -> M indicates that it was a woman writing as a man. M -> M and F -> F
indicate that it was a man writing as a man and woman writing as a woman, respectively.
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The raw scores from the earlier survey were used to pair images and GIFs, meaning that the most
masculine image or GIF was paired with the most feminine image or GIF, and so on. Appendix C
shows examples of each condition and sub-condition posts.
Participants were asked to read and respond to the posts in their respective condition as if
they had stumbled upon the forum during their normal Internet browsing. Data collected from this
instrument were the participants’ posts in response to the original post. Participants saw their
assigned forum without any audience posts. After each participant finished responding to their
forum posts, I hid the responses so the next participant would not see prior responses, only the
original post.

5.4.2 Post-Survey
The post-survey was condition specific. It asked participants to evaluate the original
poster on a variety of metrics, including gender, race, and apparent knowledge of the topic. This
was accomplished by showing the participant the original post, but without showing them their
response. This was done so that I could compare their responses to the original poster to their
responses on the survey.
Surveys yielded two significant data sources; 1) quantitative data about their gender
assessments of the original poster (man/woman), and 2) qualitative data about their thoughts
about the poster, which could be compared to the qualitative data collected from the forum posts.

5.5 Data Collection
As previously stated, data collection occurred during the last two weeks of the spring 2016
semester. The experiment was run in a laboratory setting. With four conditions, I was able to run
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four participants at once, one in each condition. The laboratory set-up did not allow participants
to see each other’s screens, eliminating the chance that they would draw conclusions from
another participant’s screen. Each computer used was specific to one condition.
Participants entered the laboratory and were seated at the appropriate computer for their
assigned condition. The participants were consented, and the experiment was re-explained for
them. If the participants had any questions about the process, they were answered at this time. At
the conclusion of this, the experiment began.
The participants were given as much time as they needed to read and respond to each of
the posts in their condition’s forum. When they were finished reading and had responded to all of
the posts, they were then directed to the post survey. After completing the survey, participants
signed a sheet indicating what class they were to receive extra credit in, and exited the laboratory.
Once all four subjects had completed the experiment and exited the laboratory, I reset each
condition’s forum so that only the original posts were present.

5.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter discussed the research approach, sample population, participant recruitment,
experimental instrument, and data collection. In the next chapter, I report results of the
experimental study.

Chapter 6

Results and Discussion
In this chapter, I report the results of the study and discuss the significance of these
findings. First, I quantitatively compare the ratings from the media rating survey group and the
experimental group. Next, I qualitatively examine the forum responses for instances of assigning
gender to the poster, and draw conclusions about the effect media had on audience perception.
Finally, I qualitatively analyze the survey responses to provide some explanation from the
audience about how they responded to the poster in the manner that they did. From this threepronged analytical approach, I draw conclusions about the validity of my hypotheses,
H1: Including visual media in online communications will lead to a higher rate of
audience acceptance of an actor’s gender presentation.
H2: Including more than one type of media (images and GIFs in addition to text) in
online communication will lead to a higher rate of audience acceptance of an actor’s gender
presentation.

6.1 Comparing Masculinity and Femininity Ratings Across Samples
First, I examined the masculinity and femininity ratings between the media rating and the
experimental groups.. I compared the ratings between the two groups to determine if the text
vignettes had any significant effect on the poster ratings that participants completed in the post
survey. To do this, I conducted paired t-tests on the average ratings of the visual media used in
the experimental set-up, comparing the results of the quantitative ratings between the ratings
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group from Chapter 4 and the experimental group from Chapter 5. This is significant because if
the presence of text influenced the way an audience perceived the visual media, it would lend
support for the conclusion of the presence of a two-way relationship between text and visuals.
This would invalidate the hypotheses that I developed and presented in Chapters 2 and 3.
I used two two-tailed paired t-test (α = 0.05) to compare the ratings of images and GIFs
from the rating group and their respective experimental groups (condition 2, image + text;
condition 3, GIF + text). I excluded the ratings from condition 4, the image + GIF + text
condition, because the presence of all three would obscure the relationship between individual
visual media form and text vignette.
In Table 3, I present the rating averages for each piece of visual media between the rating
sample and the condition 2 (text + image posts) participants. In Table 4, I present the rating
averages for the rating sample and the condition 3 (text + GIF posts) participants. The images and
GIFs are presented in Appendix A and the vignettes are presented in Appendix B. To better
understand Tables 3 – 5, it should be noted that the vignettes themselves were coded as being
non-gendered, feminine gendered, or masculine gendered by participants in Condition 1. This is
reported in greater depth in section 6.2.
Table 4 – Average Ratings of Images for Rating and Experimental Groups
Media
Form
Image

Paired
Vignette
Volleyball
Rebounding
Last Night
Tinder

Gender
Woman
Man
Woman
Man
Woman
Man
Woman
Man

Ratings Group
Average Rating
4.58
1.68
4.54
1.74
4.58
1.42
4.58
1.32

Experimental Group
Average Rating
4.71
1.76
4.72
2.03
3.55
1.93
4.62
2.14
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Table 5 – Average Ratings of GIFs for Rating and Experimental Groups
Media
Form
GIF

Paired
Vignette
Volleyball
Rebounding
Last Night
Tinder

Gender
Woman
Man
Woman
Man
Woman
Man
Woman
Man

Ratings Group
Average Rating
4.26
1.56
4.37
1.63
4.47
1.63
4.67
1.49

Experimental Group
Average Rating
4.19
2.27
3.00
1.73
4.35
3.34
4.54
3.12

From Table 3, the t-statistic was t = 0.803, while Table 4 yielded a t-statistic of t = 0.843. Both of
these t-statistics were well above α = 0.05, indicating no significant differences between the two
groups when rating images and GIFs. From these results, it is reasonable to conclude that the text
vignettes do not impact the way that individuals rate visual media.

6.2 Comparing Author Gendering Across Conditions
Next, I examined how participants gendered authors across the different conditions. This was
done to examine the effects of including visual media in online discourse. The participant
responses to the forums posts were collected and inductively coded, for whether the participant
assigned gender to the original poster. A total of 764 forum responses were collected. A total of
253 of those responses were coded as gendering the original poster (33.12% of the total
responses). In Table 5, I report results on a condition-by-condition basis.
Table 6 – Coding for Gendered and Non-Gendered Responses
Gendered
Non-gendered
Total

Condition 1
33
80
116

Condition 2
60
164
224

Condition 3
63
145
208

Condition 4
97
119
216

Total
253
508
764
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Next, the responses coded as being gendered were coded as assigning the original poster identity
as a man or woman. In Table 6, I present the results of this coding in the first condition, the
control forum where participants only saw the text vignettes.

Table 7 – Condition 1 Gendered Reponses

Man
Woman
Total

Last Night
4
2
6

Rebounding
13
1
14

Vignette
Tinder
0
8
8

Volleyball
2
3
5

Total
19
14
33

From the results of this coding, I drew conclusions about how the vignettes are perceived. The
“Last Night” and “Volleyball” vignettes were ambiguous in nature, with roughly equal numbers
of participants assigning the poster one identity or the other. The “Rebounding” vignette was
overwhelmingly coded as being a man, with 13 of the 14 coded instances indicating this.
Conversely, the “Tinder” vignette was only coded as being a woman. This is not surprising, as
those two conditions contained words that offered contextual clues to the audience about the
poster (“Last Night” discusses meeting a girl at a bar, while “Tinder” discusses breaking up with
a cheating boyfriend). The results from this condition allows for comparison with the visual
media conditions to draw conclusions about the effect that including visual media in posts had on
the audience’s perception of the original poster in the presence or absence of textual clues.
Next, I will report the results of similar coding for the other three conditions, and then use
these results together with those from the first condition to draw conclusions about how visual
media influenced perceptions of a poster’s gender. The results from each condition are contained
in its own table, allowing for reader interpretation prior to reading my analysis of the results.
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Table 7 shows the results of condition 2 (the image condition), Table 8 shows the results
of condition 3 (the GIF condition), and Table 9 displays the results of condition 4 (the image and
GIF condition).
Table 8 – Condition 2 Gendered Responses

Man
Woman
Total

Last Night
Man Woman
8
2
0
4
8
6

Vignette
Tinder
Man Woman
1
0
6
8
7
8

Volleyball
Man
Woman
10
0
0
6
10
6

Vignette
Rebounding
Tinder
Man
Woman Man Woman
14
9
2
1
0
0
4
6
14
9
6
7

Volleyball
Man
Woman
10
2
0
3
10
5

Rebounding
Man
Woman
9
0
0
6
9
6

Total
30
30
60

Table 9 – Condition 3 Gendered Responses

Man
Woman
Total

Last Night
Man Woman
4
2
1
5
5
7

Total
44
19
63

Table 10 – Condition 4 Gendered Responses

Man
Woman
Total

Last Night
Man Woman
13
6
0
6
13
12

Rebounding
Man
Woman
18
6
0
5
18
11

Vignette
Tinder
Man Woman
3
0
6
12
9
12

Volleyball
Man
Woman
11
2
2
7
13
9

Total
59
38
97

There are several conclusions that can be drawn from the results presented above.
First, when a gendered text vignette was paired with a similarly gendered piece of media,
the presence of the media reinforced the vignette’s gender presentation. In each of these
instances, “Rebounding” paired with a masculine piece of media and “Tinder” paired with a
feminine piece of media, participants overwhelmingly responded by assigning man and woman
gender identities, respectively, to the poster. There was only one response that did not do this – a
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participant identified the author as a man in response to the “Tinder” vignette and feminine media
post in condition 3.
Second, when a gendered text vignette was paired with a contradictory gendered media,
the effect was not as consistent. It was somewhat effective in condition 2, but in conditions 3 and
4 it did not affect the responses. This suggests two findings; 1) images might be more effective
than GIFs or images and GIFs together at influencing audience gender perception; and 2)
audiences that view posts including gendered text and media might view contextual clues more
evenly than hypothesized. Images are likely more effective because it is easier to contextualize an
image as being of the poster than a GIF, which also explains the failure of condition 4 in
influencing the participants’ responses – the presence of the GIF ruined the effect that the image
might have had on gender impression formation.
Third, and most significantly, when gendered media was included with gender
ambiguous text vignettes (“Last Night” and “Volleyball”), participants almost always based
gender impressions off of the gendered media. In Table 11, I report the coding for the gender
ambiguous vignettes across the three visual media conditions. Bolded and underlined entries
indicate where the gender of the media matched the gender that the response assigned to the
poster.
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Table 11 – Gender Ambiguous Vignettes with Gendered Visual Media
“Last Night”,
Masculine
Man Woman
Condition
2
Condition
3
Condition
4
Total
Percent

“Last Night”,
Feminine
Man Woman

“Volleyball”,
Masculine
Man Woman

“Volleyball”,
Feminine
Man Woman

Percent

8

0

2

4

10

0

0

6

93.33%

4

1

2

5

10

0

2

3

81.48%

13

0

6

6

11

2

2

7

78.72%

25

1

10

15

31

2

4

16

83.65%

96.15%

60.00%

93.94%

80.00%

From Table 11, it is clear that images were the most influential form of media in gender
impression formation, followed by GIFs, and lastly images and GIFs. This corroborates the
failures observed in the earlier discussion regarding GIFs and images combined with GIFs,
namely that GIFs are almost always presented out of context, and as a result the audience does
not draw as many contextual clues when GIFs are included. This explains the drop in condition 4
as well; because the presence of a GIF in the post immediately ruins any context the image might
otherwise give to the audience.
It is important to note that text and images combined with GIFs were still effective at
influencing the audience’s perception of the poster’s gender, albeit at a lower rate. Thus, it is still
a useful tactic to include GIFs or combinations of images and GIFs to influence an online
audience – just not as effective as using images alone.
Finally, the discrepancy between posts responded to as men versus those responded to as
women merits some discussion. There is no clear explanation as to why this is the case, but it is
possible that because the Internet is perceived as a male dominated space, some participants
automatically viewed posters as being men, regardless of the visual media (Zilionis, 2008).
Again, it is important to note that while less effective than masculine visual media, feminine
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visual media was still effective at influencing participants’ gender impression formation at high
rates.

6.3 Analyzing Open-Ended Survey Reponses
Finally, I analyzed the open-ended survey responses that participants provided for each post to
understand how they formulated their impressions of poster gender. This formed the second part
of the inquiry into my hypotheses, understanding how and why the phenomenon occurs. The
question of interest was, “What influenced your rating of the poster’s masculinity/femininity?”
Again, I used an inductive coding schema, categorizing responses as “visual”, “text”, “both”, or
“none”, based on what the participant indicated in their response. In this section, I only coded the
responses from conditions 2, 3 and 4, as they were the only conditions that contained some form
of visual media. As in the prior sections, first I will present the data, and then I will provide
discussion about the data and its significance. In Tables 11, 12, and 13, I present the results of this
coding condition-by-condition.
Table 12 – Condition 2 (text + image) Survey Responses
Vignette
Volleyball

Media Gender
Woman
Man
Rebounding
Woman
Man
Last Night
Woman
Man
Tinder
Woman
Man
Total:

Visual
11
18
23
20
9
11
7
15
114

Textual
6
4
2
5
11
6
13
6
53

Both
5
3
2
2
7
9
8
4
40

Neither
8
3
2
3
2
3
1
4
26
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Table 13 – Condition 3 (text + GIF) Survey Responses
Vignette
Volleyball

Media Gender
Woman
Man
Rebounding
Woman
Man
Last Night
Woman
Man
Tinder
Woman
Man
Total:

Visual
10
7
7
4
8
4
13
7
60

Textual
10
10
13
12
12
10
7
10
84

Both
3
4
4
5
2
4
3
4
29

Neither
2
5
2
2
4
8
3
4
30

Both
4
3
3
5
7
6
8
6
42

Neither
8
2
2
1
2
5
3
3
26

Table 14 – Condition 4 (text + image + GIF) Survey Responses
Vignette
Volleyball

Media Gender
Woman
Man
Rebounding
Woman
Man
Last Night
Woman
Man
Tinder
Woman
Man
Total:

Visual
9
18
18
13
8
9
9
12
96

Textual
10
8
8
12
14
11
11
10
84

The results of this coding lend support to the findings reported and discussed in section 6.2. In
condition 2, an overwhelmingly number of responses indicated that they rated the poster a certain
way due to the image that was included with the post. Comparatively, in conditions 3 and 4,
respondents indicated that they relied more evenly on textual and visual clues when forming
impressions of gender. This falls in line with the earlier results, that images might be easier to
relate to the poster than GIFs, and that the two media forms together obscure the effect of the
image in impression formation.
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6.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I presented and discussed the results of the experimental simulation described in
Chapter 5. Using statistical analysis, I showed that textual clues do not affect audience perception
of the gendering of a piece of visual media. Using qualitative coding, I demonstrated that
including visual media in online discourse leads to the audience taking contextual cues about
gender from the visual media. This effect was strongest when images were used, but GIFs were
also somewhat effective. However, I also found that including multiple forms of visual media in
online communication does not amplify this effect. Instead, it obscures the effect, leading the
audience to return to less rich forms of media to draw contextual clues. In summary, the results
provide some evidence confirming my first hypothesis while also contradicting my second
hypothesis.
In the final chapter, I will offer concluding remarks, including discussion of limitations,
future avenues for research, and a summary of the work done in this thesis.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion
In this chapter I offer suggestions for future research that build off the results of this
work, address the inherent limitations of this work, and provide a summary of what I did in this
research thesis.

7.1 Future Work and Limitations
There are several avenues for future work that result from the limitations of this thesis. Each
limitation, and the corresponding future work that would address it, is discussed in their own subsection that follows.

7.1.1 Triangulation
This work used a sample population of undergraduate students that are part of the
millennial generation (Millenials: A Portrait of Generation Next, 2010). Millennials have been
shown to be more self-expressive, liberal, and open to change than prior generations (Millenials:
A Portrait of Generation Next, 2010). Thus, they may be more be more accepting of a sudden
gender change online than older generations.
To generalize the results of this work to a wider population, a national level survey might
be used to provide some triangulation of results. In order accomplish this, I suggest utilizing
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to generate a nationally representative data set. While there
has been some debate about the validity of MTurk in representing the general American public
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(Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011), prior work has shown that MTurk’s American workforce
is as representative of the general public as other national level surveys (Berinksy, Huber, &
Lenz, 2012; Johnson & Borden, 2012). Thus, a MTurk survey to replicating this work should be
appropriate to extend my findings to a wider population of Americans.

7.1.2 Asynchronous vs. Synchronous
In this work I chose to limit the experimental setting to an asynchronous setting, like
what might be found on Imgur, Reddit, or 4chan. This limits the generalizability of these results
to online settings that are asynchronous. To address this, future work should seek to extend this
work to a synchronous medium, such as a chatroom.
A potential way to address this would be to create an experimental simulation where
participants interacted with a confederate, while being asked to make judgments of the
confederate based on the images they send during discourse. This approach would be similar to
the approach taken in this work, in that it would limit the interaction to a one-on-on conversation
online.

7.1.3 The Effect of Audience Perception on Individual Audience Members
In this investigation, I purposely limited the online forum so that participants only saw
the original post. This contrived setting was created in order to examine the relationship between
poster and audience member without the interference that other audience posts might have on the
impression formation mechanisms of the participants. Future work might include other audience
posts and use Walther and Parks’ warranting theory (Walther, Hamel, & Shulman, 2009) to
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examine the influence that other audience posts have on the impression formation process in
asynchronous online settings.

7.1.4 What Happens After Impression Formation?
An original research question for this work was: Do audiences treat gender incongruent
presentations differently from gender congruent presentations if both are deemed authentic? I
eliminated this question from my inquiry to narrow the scope of the investigation for the purposes
of a Masters thesis, thus limiting the work to exploring the act of impression formation. However,
this research question still exists as an important line of inquiry, especially given the results of
this work. In situations where the audience deems an inauthentic presentation authentic, do
audience members still subconsciously treat the actor in a way that contradicts the presentation?
There are a few ways to approach this question, each with its own limitations. The first
would be to do online fieldwork. This could be difficult because of the amount of uncontrollable
variables that would be present, especially in an online environment. It might also be difficult to
locate inauthentic gender presentations, because it would require the researchers to see through
the inauthentic presentation without the actor’s audience doing so. However, this method of
inquiry would provide the most generalizable results. The second approach would be to conduct
another experiment, similar to this research. This would allow for some level of control over the
situation, while giving up the reality of context (as discussed earlier in Chapter 5). The third
approach would be secondary analysis of the datasets generated by this and other work. The main
limitation of this approach would be two-fold. First, it would require other avenues of future
research be addressed before investigating this question, because the other work would generate
the data sets that would be analyzed using this approach. Second, this data may not be rich
enough, because the line of inquiry does not specifically include what happens after the audience
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accepts and rejects a gender presentation. This would be the easiest of the three approaches
though, because the data will have already been generated.

7.2 Summary
In this thesis, I created an experimental simulation to investigate the effect that including visual
rich media in online discourse has on online audiences’ gender impression formation. I offered
two hypotheses, H1: Including visual media in online communications will lead to a higher rate
of audience acceptance of an actor’s gender presentation and H2: Including more than one type
of media (images and GIFs in addition to text) in online communication will lead to a higher rate
of audience acceptance of an actor’s gender presentation. In the experimental simulation,
participants were assigned to one of four conditions (text-only; text + image; text + GIF; text +
image + GIF). Participants read and responded to online forum posts that included text vignettes
and various combinations of visually rich media (images and GIFs) that were rated as masculine
or feminine. Participants then completed a survey asking them to rate various characteristics of
the poster, and offer explanations for their rating. This data was analyzed using quantitative and
qualitative methods, yielding evidence that lent support for H1 but contradicted H2.
The results of this work might be used to assist individuals who undergo gender identity
shifts. Demonstrating that including gendered visual media affects how audiences perceive the
poster might offer a way for this population to actively affect or influence their audience’s
perceptions whilst undergoing a gender transition. This is significant because members of the
LGBT population frequently rely on online social support networks, and being deemed as
inauthentic might limit their access to these support networks at an important time. This is turn
might lead to negative outcomes, such as mental health experiences.
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This work is positioned as the beginning of a research track exploring how individuals
build and shape their identities online, particularly in times of identity shift. The results of this
research offer a multitude of future research opportunities, including examining the effect other
audience members have on impression formation, the differences in asynchronous and
synchronous platforms, and differences across different social media platforms with different
rules and design affordances regarding identity. The ultimate goal of this track is to offer
suggestions to platform designers to design for inclusion, and offer individuals ways to actively
shape their identities in ways that are suited to the platforms that they are using. This is of
particular significance to marginalized groups such as the LGBT population, as they are coming
to the forefront of our societal consciousness. Assisting minority groups in garnering acceptance
online will assist these same groups in gaining acceptance in everyday life. In short, offering
ways to garner online acceptance will lead to offline acceptance, giving us a truly inclusive
society that we need in the 21st century.
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Appendix A

Media Used in Experimental Design
Table 15 – Images Used in Experimental Design
Media

Description
A blonde woman in a black
coat shrugging her
shoulders while smiling in
front of a snowy backdrop.

Rating
4.58

A brunette woman sitting in
a car with a fancy hat on
and holding a suitcase.

4.54

Two women (Tiny Fey and
Amy Pohler) sitting in a
bubble bath together,
drinking wine and reading.

4.56

A blonde woman in a black
coat showing off a large
ring in front of a snowy
backdrop.

4.56
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A man in an old airplane
shooting an eagle, with an
inset photo of another man
and a vulgar caption.

1.29

A man lounging in a
hammock drinking a beer,
while a younger man mows
the lawn in the background.

1.73

A man (David Bowie)
dressed up in a fancy dark
suit and hat in front of a
dark backdrop.

1.67

A man (Keanu Reeves)
dressed in a dark suit with
scratches all over his face.
He is walking with a dark
colored dog.

1.42
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Table 16 – GIFs (Stills) Used in Experimental Design
Media

Description
A feminine character
from frozen smiling.

Average Rating
4.63

A redhead woman
giving condescending
looks.

4.56

A blond woman
laughing while
playing with puppies
on a beach.

4.35

A woman with pink
hair giving an
incredulous look and
then taking a drink
from her cup.

4.40

A man in a dark shirt
with an tattooed arm
sleeve giving a
thumbs-up.

1.52
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A cartoon man
(Homer Simpson)
eating donuts.

1.59

A man in a New
Jersey Devils hockey
jersey walking down
the street in front of a
large group of men.

1.58

A man (Action
Bronson) with tattoos
and a large beard
looking at the camera.

1.58
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Appendix B

Text Vignettes
Volleyball:
Image prompt
I got all dressed up for a night out last night. I wore dark colors, obviously, because it’s more
slimming and definitely more sheik. It ended up being a kind of a rough night when all was said
and done but I had a pretty good time and looked good too! How was everyone’s night last night?

GIF prompt
My friends want to go out again tonight. One of my friends is one of those people who know all
the really cool and trendy people. She knows at least half of the volleyball team. They’re all
obviously really hot. She told me to play it cool, but honestly, I’ll probably spend the night
staring at them. What’s everyone else up to tonight?

Image + GIF prompt
My friends wanted to go out last night, so I got all dressed up. I wore dark colors, obviously,
because it’s more slimming and definitely more sheik.

I went out with one of my friends is one of those people who know all the really cool and trendy
people. She knows at least half of the soccer team. They’re all obviously really hot. She told me
to play it cool, but honestly, I think I made a fool of myself. How was everyone else’s night?
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Rebounding:
Image prompt
Today started out really rough after last night. The morning sucked, especially. So, I treated
myself to an afternoon of decompressing and relaxing. Between a drink and knowing a friend was
nearby, I totally turned my day around. How was everyone else’s day?

GIF prompt
A bunch of us are going out tonight for drinks. So my girlfriend told me to make sure I eat
enough before I go out, and – get this – she told me not to pregame. What a loser. What’s
everyone else doing tonight?

Image + GIF prompt
Today started out really rough after last night. The morning sucked, especially. So, I treated
myself to an afternoon of decompressing and relaxing. Between a drink and knowing a friend was
nearby, I totally turned my day around.

So now a bunch of us are going out tonight for drinks. So my girlfriend told me to make sure I eat
enough before I go out, and – get this – she told me not to pregame. What a loser. What’s
everyone else doing tonight?
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Last Night:
Image prompt
So as some of you know, I’ve been going through a pretty rough break-up recently. Last night
was the first night I had gone out in a while. I got super dressed up and went to a club with my
friends. Over the course of the night, I met a girl and we danced a few times before hooking up
right when the bar was getting ready to close. She ended up going to another club with her
friends, but it was nice to have a hook-up to make me feel better about the break-up. Has anyone
else had a good night recently?

GIF prompt
On the way home from the bars the other night, this group of kids made fun of me for how
dressed up I was. So I’ve been sitting here feeling bad for a few days, because I thought I looked
really nice. Is anyone around that could talk for a bit?

Image + GIF prompt
So as some of you know, I’ve been going through a pretty rough break-up recently. Last night
was the first night I had gone out in a while. I got super dressed up and went to a club with my
friends. Over the course of the night, I met a girl and we danced a few times before hooking up
right when the bar was getting ready to close. She ended up going to another club with her
friends, but it was nice to have a hook-up to make me feel better about the break-up.

But then on the way home from the bars the other night, this group of kids made fun of me for
how dressed up I was. So I’ve been sitting here feeling bad for a few days, because I thought I
looked really nice. Is anyone around that could talk for a bit?
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Tinder:
Image prompt
Last week, I dumped my boyfriend because he cheated on me on a night out with his friends. I
thought I would be feeling worse right now, but the only real problem I’m having is I’m not sure
how to get myself back “out there”. I’ve heard pretty mixed reviews about Tinder, what do you
guys think about it?

GIF prompt
Last week, I dumped my boyfriend because he cheated on me on a night out with his friends. I
thought I would be feeling worse right now, but the only real problem I’m having is I’m not sure
how to get myself back “out there”. I’ve heard pretty mixed reviews about Tinder, what do you
guys think about it?

Image + GIF prompt
Last week, I dumped my boyfriend because he cheated on me on a night out with his friends. I
thought I would be feeling worse right now, but I’m feeling pretty good. The only real problem
I’m having is I’m not sure how to get myself back “out there”. I’ve heard pretty mixed reviews
about Tinder, what do you guys think about it?
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Appendix C

Forum Post Examples
Figure 9 – Example Post From Condition 1 (text-only)
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Figure 10 – Example Post From Condition 2 (text + image)
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Figure 11 – Example Post From Condition 3 (text + GIF)
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Figure 12 – Example Post From Condition 4 (text + image + GIF)

